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ABSTRACT: Self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules largely
depends on the structure and electronic properties of the polar
head groups. An important class of amphiphiles with technological
applications comprises the discotic liquid crystal (DLC) amphiphiles.
Here, we report remarkable diﬀerences in the self-assembly
properties of two similar discotic amphiphiles with dissimilar polar
head groups, viz., imidazole-tethered with hexaalkoxytriphenylene
(neutral-ImTp) and imidazolium-tethered with hexaalkoxytriphenylene (ionic-ImTp). Surface manometry reveals that the ionic-ImTp
exhibits a larger limiting area, higher collapse pressure, and smaller
compressional elastic modulus at the air−water interface as
compared to the neutral-ImTp system. At the air−solid interface,
ionic-ImTp can be transferred only up to a bilayer structure with
undulated morphology, whereas the neutral-ImTp exhibits smooth morphology and higher transfer eﬃciency. These results are
explained by density functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which elucidated that
the Coulombic interaction is the dominant factor that controls the organization of these molecules. DFT calculations predicted
a T-shaped π-stacking geometry for the ionic-ImTp and a parallel-displaced stacking geometry for the neutral-ImTp. MD
simulation predicted the orientation of molecules and their strength of hydrogen bonding. Understanding the intermolecular
interactions governing self-assembly is important to engineer molecular packing that controls the charge transport in DLCbased organic electronics.

■

been the basis for the creation of all living organisms.8 This
simple process is yet very complex, as evident from the
astonishing structures of lipid membranes, folded proteins, and
DNA to name a few. Although mimicking such structures is
extremely challenging, these have been inspiring researchers to
develop nanostructures for applications in emerging nanoscale
devices. Interestingly, DLCs with an interlayer spacing of 0.34
nm have been regarded as a chemically synthesized version of
DNA-mimic.9 Moreover, hybrid structures of DLC−DNA
complexes have been reported in the bulk10 as well as at
interfaces.11,12 Currently, the self-assembly properties of DLCs
are a hot topic of research because of the unique charge- and
energy-transport properties that oﬀer huge possibilities for
developing quantum conductive devices.13
Among various noncovalent interactions such as van der
Waals, entropic, steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic/hydrophilic,
and hydrogen bonding, the π-stacking interaction is thought to

INTRODUCTION
Discotic liquid crystals (DLCs) have emerged as one of the
potential components for organic semiconductor devices such
as light-emitting diodes, ﬁeld eﬀect transistors, and solar
cells.1,2 A DLC molecule generally consists of a rigid central
core made up of fused aromatic rings and peripheral alkyl
chains attached to the core.3 The anisotropic charge-carrying
properties of these molecules are greatly enhanced by the πstacking interactions between the central aromatic cores.4 Such
interactions are also responsible for self-assembly underlying
stable mesophases not only in the bulk but also at interfaces.5
Unlike bulk, the asymmetric forces at an interface enable
distinctly diﬀerent material properties that shape the dynamic
reorganization and response of self-assembled molecules.6
Nevertheless, interfaces are ideal platforms for the evolution of
unique structure/property relations. This provides route to
tunable physicochemical architectures for technologically
applicable thin ﬁlms.7
Self-assembly is ubiquitous in nature. The fundamental
biological process of self-assembly, in which an organized
structure builds itself from a collection of smaller units, has
© 2019 American Chemical Society
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be predominant particularly for the DLC systems.14 Incorporation of an amphiphilic character by attaching suitable polar
head groups oﬀers further tunability of self-assembly properties
at interfaces. Moreover, if the polar head group is ionic, the
electrostatic interaction starts to compete with other driving
forces. Since the π-stacking interaction is known to be
dominant among DLCs, any factor that alters the strength of
π-stacking between neighboring molecules should have a
dramatic impact on their self-assembly properties.
Here, a systematic study of the self-assembly of two similar
discotic amphiphiles with dissimilar polar head groups, viz.,
imidazole-tethered with hexaalkoxytriphenylene (neutralImTp) and imidazolium-tethered with hexaalkoxytriphenylene
(ionic-ImTp), has been investigated at air−water and air−solid
interfaces. While both formed stable monolayers at the air−
water interface, there were remarkable diﬀerences in the
molecular packing and their transfer eﬃciencies on solid
surfaces. These experimental observations are explained by
density functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular
dynamic (MD) simulations. It has been revealed that the
Coulombic interaction is the dominant factor that gave rise to
several interesting aspects such as T-shaped π-stacking
geometry, distinct orientations of the molecules, and diﬀerences in the strength of hydrogen bonding. It should be
mentioned here that a series of experimental studies on similar
molecular systems were reported before.12,15−17 However,
computer simulation studies have been carried out, for the ﬁrst
time, on these molecular systems to understand the detailed
self-assembly properties. Since thin ﬁlms of imidazolium-based
DLCs have potential for device applications such as solar
thermal energy generators and electrolytes for batteries/
capacitors,2 understanding their self-assembly properties is
crucial.

synthesized, and their thermotropic liquid crystalline properties were reported earlier.18 The neutral-ImTp material did not
show any liquid crystalline phase in the bulk. On heating, the
neutral-ImTp material directly went from a crystalline phase to
an isotropic liquid phase at 50 °C. On the other hand,
incorporation of an ionic group induced liquid crystal
properties. The ionic-ImTp exhibited the following mesophase
sequence: solid−columnar, 67 °C; columnar−isotropic, 101
°C. On cooling, the columnar mesophase appeared at 98 °C
with the mesophase solidifying at 38 °C.
Measurements. The surface manometry experiments were
carried out using a NIMA 611M Langmuir−Blodgett (LB)
trough. The subphase used was ultrapure deionized water (pH
5.8) obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q system. The stock
solution of 0.236 mM concentration was prepared using
chloroform (HPLC-grade). After spreading the stock solution
on the subphase using a Hamilton μL syringe, the ﬁlm was left
for 20 min, allowing the solvent to evaporate. The surface
pressure versus area per molecule isotherms were obtained by
symmetric compression of the barriers with a constant
compression rate of 0.103 nm2/molecule/min. The surface
pressure was measured using the standard Wilhelmy plate
technique. The Langmuir−Blodgett (LB) technique was
employed to transfer various layers of the ﬁlms onto
hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates at diﬀerent target
surface pressures with a dipping speed of 2 mm/min. To
obtain hydrophilic surfaces, we treated polished silicon wafers
for about 5 min with hot piranha solution (mixture of
concentrated H2SO4 and H2O2 in 3:1 ratio), which were then
rinsed with ultrapure deionized water and later dried. For
hydrophobic surfaces, freshly prepared hydrophilic silicon
substrates were dipped in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) for
12 h and then rinsed with HPLC-grade chloroform. All ﬁlms
with odd number of layers were transferred onto hydrophilic
substrates, and those with even number of layers were
transferred onto hydrophobic substrates. The atomic force
microscope (AFM) studies on these LB ﬁlms were performed
using a PicoPlus (Molecular Imaging 5500) system. Silicon tips
with a spring constant of 21 N/m and resonance frequency of
250 kHz were used. The AFM images were procured using the
AC mode in ambient conditions. All of the experiments were
carried out at room temperature (∼300 K).
Theoretical Methods. Gas Phase DFT Calculations. The
initial structures of the neutral- and ionic-ImTp molecules
were built using Avogadro software.19 To decrease the
computational cost, the carbon chains were reduced to methyl
groups only in the DFT calculation. Pairs of neutral- and ionicImTp molecules were placed respectively at an interplanar
separation of 0.3 nm using Gaussview20,21 software. The ﬁrstprinciples calculations were carried out for these two systems
based on DFT at the B3LYP/6-311G**22−25 level and basis
set. To obtain the energy proﬁle as a function of the interplanar
separation between the geometry-optimized structures, singlepoint energy calculations were performed for each separation
between the two molecules.
MD Simulations. MD simulation studies were performed
using GROMACS software26 to obtain a supramolecular
assembly of the neutral- and ionic-ImTp molecules in the
water−vapor interface. Using packmol software,27 the initial
conﬁguration was built up on the surface of a liquid water slab
for four diﬀerent systems with 25, 34, 50, and 70 molecules of
neutral-ImTp and with 25, 37, 73, and 98 molecules of ionicImTp (snapshots are shown in the Supporting Information

■

METHODS
Experimental Methods. Materials. ImTp is a discotic
molecule, which consists of a triphenylene core attached to a
imidazole (or imidazolium) group by an aliphatic carbon chain
as shown in (Figure 1). The imidazole (or imidazolium) part,
being hydrophilic in nature, oﬀers a ﬁlm-forming ability on
water surface. These two molecules are similar except for their
polar head groups; imidazole is neutral and imidazolium is
ionic. The materials neutral-ImTp and ionic-ImTp were

Figure 1. Energy-minimized molecular structures and chemical
structures of (a) neutral-ImTp and (b) ionic-ImTp molecules.
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molecules on the ultrapure deionized water subphase are
shown in Figure 3. The surface pressure is deﬁned as the

Figure S1). These numbers were chosen based on the
experimental surface area obtained from the isotherm plots
(Figure 3). A typical conﬁguration for the system with 70
molecules of neutral-ImTp has been shown in Figure 2. In the

Figure 2. Initial structure of the system generated from Packmol for
the surface area of 0.7 nm2/molecule with 70 neutral-ImTp molecules
and 4700 water molecules at 300 K.

Figure 3. (a) Surface pressure (π) versus area per molecule (Am)
isotherms and compressional elastic modulus (|E|) plots for neutralImTp (dashed line) and ionic-ImTp (solid line), respectively. (b)
Close-packed edge-on arrangement and (c) loosely packed edge-on
arrangement of ImTp molecules at the air−water interface.

case of the ionic system, an equal number of bromide ions
were added to maintain the electroneutrality of the system. To
create suﬃcient vacuum along the Z-axis, the length of the box
was set at 100 Å. Periodic boundary conditions were employed
along X-, Y-, and Z-axis. Each simulation trajectory was
initiated using a slab of water with thickness ∼30 Å (4700
water molecules). The ImTp molecules/ions and the bromide
ions were modeled using the OPLS-AA force ﬁeld.28−30 The
SPC/E force ﬁeld31 was chosen for water. All of the systems
were ﬁrst equilibrated at 300 K temperature for 10 ns using an
NVT ensemble. All of the bonds were held constraint using the
LINCS algorithm.32 The long-range electrostatic interactions
were handled using the particle mesh Ewald summation
technique.33,34 The cutoﬀ radius was set to 0.9 nm. The
equilibrated systems were then run for 20 ns during which the
conﬁgurations were saved every 2 ps. These production
trajectories were utilized for various analyses.
In addition, surface pressure (π)−area per molecule (Am)
isotherms were predicted qualitatively using Gromacs.35,36 The
surface pressure is given by π = γ0 − γ, where γ0 is the surface
tension of pure water and γ is the surface tension of water with
monolayer. The surface tension γ is given by
ÉÑ
Ä
1 Å
1
γ = 2 LzÅÅÅÅPzz − 2 (Pxx + Pyy)ÑÑÑÑ, where Lz is the length of the
Ö
Ç
box in the z-direction; Pzz, Pxx, and Pyy are the pressure tensor
terms; and the fractional term 1 accounts for the presence of
2
two surfaces in the system. A previously reported value35 of γ0
of 63 mN/m for the SPC/E water model at 300 K was used in
the calculations. Various cutoﬀ values of Lennard-Jones
interactions were considered in the calculations.

diﬀerence between the surface tensions of water with and
without the monolayer. The surface pressure of neutral-ImTp
(black dashed line) starts increasing at around an Am of 2.0
nm2/molecule, which is followed by a steep rise, until it
reaches collapse at ∼0.7 nm2/molecule. The isotherm shows a
limiting area (Ao) of 1 nm2/molecule and a collapse pressure of
about 31.4 mN/m. The collapse pressure is deﬁned as the
maximum surface pressure that the monolayer can withstand
before it collapses and escapes out of the surface in the form of
three-dimensional aggregates or crystallites. For the ionicImTp isotherm (red solid line), the Ao value and the collapse
pressure are signiﬁcantly high with values of 1.4 nm2/molecule
and 44 mN/m, respectively. The variation of compressional
elastic modulus (|E|) with Am for these monolayers is shown in
the inset of Figure 3. Here, |E| is given by Am(dπ/dAm), which
can be calculated from the π−Am isotherms. A maximum |E|
value of 76 mN/m for the neutral-ImTp monolayer was
obtained, which is about 29% higher than the (|E|) value
attained by the ionic-ImTp monolayer (53.9 mN/m).
On the basis of the molecular dimensions, the obtained Ao
values suggest an edge-on arrangement in both the systems.
The smaller Ao and larger |E| values suggest a close-packed
edge-on arrangement in the neutral-ImTp system compared to
the loosely packed arrangement in the ionic-ImTp system, as
shown in Figure 3b,c. These observations are attributed to the
fact that, in the case of an ionic discotic monolayer, there is a
competition between two types of interactions: (i) the π−π
stacking interaction between the discotic cores, which favors
close packing of molecules in the monolayer, and (ii) the
electrostatic repulsion between the molecules, which opposes
this close packing.4

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Section. The surface pressure (π)−area per
molecule (Am) isotherms of the neutral- and ionic-ImTp
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Next, monolayer ﬁlms were transferred from the air−water
interface to silicon substrates by the LB technique. Figure 4

Figure 4. AFM topography images of LB ﬁlms with two layers of (a)
neutral-ImTp and (b) ionic-ImTp on hydrophobic silicon substrates.
The respective height proﬁles corresponding to the lines drawn on the
images are shown below. The surface of ionic-ImTp shows
undulations (∼1 nm), while that of neutral-ImTp is smooth.

Figure 5. Transfer ratio as a function of number of layers of LB ﬁlms
deposited for (a) neutral-ImTp and (b) ionic-ImTp on hydrophilic
silicon substrates. (c) Schematic diagram of diﬀuse double layer
overlapping in the meniscus region during the upstroke deposition of
a charged Langmuir monolayer. θ is the dynamic contact angle. (d)
Schematic diagram of convective ﬂow in the vicinity of a three-phase
contact line. v is the velocity of the surface motion.

shows AFM topography images of LB ﬁlms with two layers of
the neutral-ImTp transferred at 25 mN/m and ionic-ImTp
transferred at 35 mN/m onto hydrophobic silicon surfaces. For
both the systems, the ﬁlm height of about 4 nm was obtained,
which corresponds to the estimated height of the molecules
arranged in an edge-on conﬁguration.15 Qualitatively, the top
surface of the neutral-ImTp ﬁlm appeared signiﬁcantly
smoother than that of the ionic-ImTp ﬁlm. The latter showed
clear undulations on the surface. The peak-to-peak roughness
value was about 1 nm for the ionic-ImTp ﬁlm and about 0.2
nm for the neutral-ImTp ﬁlm.
Interestingly, while neutral-ImTp formed multilayers
eﬃciently on silicon surfaces, the ionic-ImTp could not form
more than two layers of ﬁlms. This emphasizes the eﬀect of the
ionic polar group on the LB deposition process. To quantify
the transfer eﬃciency, the transfer ratio (τ) was obtained for
both the ﬁlm systems. The τ is deﬁned as the ratio of the
decrease in the monolayer surface area to the total surface area
of the substrate to be coated. A τ of unity is indicative of
perfect deposition. The τ’s as a function of number of layers of
LB ﬁlms deposited for the neutral- and ionic-ImTp monolayers
are shown in Figure 5 for hydrophilic substrates. It should be
mentioned here that, for a hydrophilic substrate, the ﬁrst
downstroke does not coat a monolayer because the hydrophilic
surface faces the hydrophobic parts of the amphiphiles.
Therefore, the next subsequent upstroke should be considered
as the ﬁrst deposition stroke. The value of τ was close to unity
for the ﬁrst upstroke and the next downstroke of the
hydrophilic substrate, leading to the formation of a bilayer
structure. However, for the subsequent strokes of ﬁlm
deposition, the τ value was found to decrease. Notably, the
eﬃciency of transfer was observed to be more than 50% even
up to 12 layers for the neutral-ImTp system. On the contrary,
for the ionic-ImTp system, except for the ﬁrst two layers, the τ
values for the successive cycles of deposition showed
desorption in every upstroke and adsorption in every
downstroke, thus leading to no net transfer of ﬁlms.
The dynamics of ﬁlm deposition can be explained
qualitatively based on the complicated physical and chemical

processes between the monolayer and substrate. In the
literature, it is known that a charged monolayer at the air−
water interface and the adjacent diﬀuse layer of counterions in
the subphase form a totally electroneutral electric double
layer.37 The interfacial charge of the ionized surface groups is
completely compensated by the opposite charge that is spread
out within the diﬀuse layer. During deposition, close to the
three-phase contact line, the electric double layer, which is
formed at the air−water interface, overlaps with the double
layer at the solid−water interface, as shown in Figure 5c. The
overlapping causes deﬁciency of counterions in the meniscus
region.38 Nevertheless, the deposited LB ﬁlm from a charged
monolayer should be actually electroneutral. Therefore, during
the deposition process, the monolayer must bind counterions
from the subphase to compensate the surface charge. However,
for a complete compensation, all counterions within the diﬀuse
layers should move with the same velocity as the charged
surfaces. Generally, the convective ﬂux of the counterions
produced by the substrate motion is not suﬃcient to
compensate the ﬂux of the surface charges. This takes place
since only those parts of the diﬀuse layers that are adjacent to
the surfaces can move with the same velocity as that of the
surfaces in the direction of the contact line, as shown in Figure
5d. The backﬂow of the subphase expelled from the threephase contact line hinders the transfer of the counterions to
the region of strong overlap of the diﬀuse layers, thereby
hindering the ﬁlm deposition. Although these explanations are
qualitative in nature, they guide us to develop a more
quantitative theory, which will be a part of the future work.
These are complex dynamics, which are typical of electrodes
and membrane systems39,40 and are also reported for the
deposition of arachidic acid monolayer and arachidic salt
monolayer under various concentrations of counterions in the
subphase.41,42
Theoretical Methods. Gas Phase DFT Calculation. The
geometry-optimized structures obtained from the ﬁrst16684
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Figure 6. (a) Optimized structures for two interacting neutral-ImTp molecules (top) and ionic-ImTp molecules (bottom) in the gas phase. (b)
Interaction energy as a function of separation between the two molecules for neutral- and ionic-ImTp systems.

Figure 7. (a) Vector considered for Z-orientation along with various labeled atoms. (b) & (c) Percentage of orientation of neutral-ImTp and ionicImTp moleculesas a function of the angle with the Z-axis for diﬀerent surface concentrations.

principles DFT calculations showed that π-stacking is a
dominant phenomenon among these molecules. The πstacking of these molecules can be explained by the presence
of triphenylene group at the core. While T-shaped stacking
geometry was observed for the ionic-ImTp molecules, the
neutral-ImTp molecules showed parallel-displaced π-stacking.
The optimized structures for both the molecules are shown in
Figure 6a. The interplanar separation between the neutral
molecules and the ionic molecules are 7.72 and 9.77 Å,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6b. The longer interplanar
distance between the ImTp ions stems from the electrostatic
repulsion between the two imidazolium functional groups.
These results are consistent with the experimental observations
of larger limiting area per molecule at the air−water interface
for the ionic-ImTp as compared to that for the neutral-ImTp
(Figure 3). Further, these results explain the diﬀerences
observed in the morphology of LB ﬁlms of neutral- and ionicImTp systems (Figure 4). While a relatively smooth ﬁlm
surface may stem from the parallel-displaced π-stacking of the
neutral-ImTp molecules, the rough and wavy nature of the
surface can be a result of T-shaped stacking of the ionic-ImTp

molecules. Further details can be obtained by performing
simulations on solid surfaces.
Next, the relative stability between the two optimized
structures was investigated. The DFT calculation clearly
indicated that the T-shaped stacking of ionic-ImTp molecules
is more stable than that of the parallel-displaced neutral
molecules. Similar stabilization of T-shaped stacking of a
benzene dimer is also reported in the literature.43 Due to the
lack of electrostatic repulsion in T-shaped geometry, it has
better stability than that of parallel or parallel-displaced
stacking. The DFT calculation predicted that the ionic-ImTp
molecule is electronically stable by about 4.49 kcal/mol over
the neutral-ImTp molecule. The interaction energy as a
function of separation between the two ImTp molecules is
shown in Figure 6b. This result explains the observation of
much higher collapse pressure (∼44 mN/m) for the ionicImTp monolayer than that for the neutral-ImTp monolayer
(∼31 mN/m). Notably, the calculation predicted correctly the
fact that, despite the stacking of neutral-ImTp molecules being
more compact (given by smaller value of Ao), the stability in
16685
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Z-Density of a Head-Group and a Tail-Group Atom. The
probability densities of ﬁnding a head-group atom and a tailgroup atom along the Z-axis have been calculated. The
nitrogen atoms of the imidazolium group were considered as
the head-group atoms and the O6 atom as the tail-group atom.
Nitrogen and oxygen atoms are labeled as shown in Figure 7a.
The Z-density plots for the neutral- and ionic-ImTp molecules
are shown in Figure 8a,b, respectively. A major diﬀerence

the ionic-ImTp system is much higher (given by a higher value
of the collapse pressure).
MD Simulations. Orientational Structure. To probe further
into the system, the angular distribution of the ImTp
molecules on water surface along the vector, as shown in
Figure 7a, was obtained. Initial conﬁgurations for diﬀerent
concentrations of molecules used for the neutral- and ionicImTp systems are shown in Table 1. Lennard-Jones parameters
Table 1. Initial Conﬁguration for Diﬀerent Concentrations
of Molecules Used for the Neutral-ImTp and the IonicImTp Systems As Generated from Packmol for MD
Simulationsa
surface conc.

no. of neutral-ImTp

no. of water molecules

0.7
1.0
1.5
2.0
surface conc.

70
50
34
25
no. of ionic-ImTp

4700
4700
4700
4700
no. of water molecules

0.75
1.0
2.0
3.0

98
73
37
25

4700
4700
4700
4700

a

Surface concentration is in the unit of nm2/molecule.

for water and bromide ions used in the simulations are shown
in Table 2. The probability densities of the angles between the
Table 2. Lennard-Jones Parameters for Water and Bromide
Ions Used in MD Simulationsa
atom/ion

ϵ (kJ/mol)

σ (nm)

H
O
Br

0.0000
0.3166
0.4280

0.0000
0.6500
2.9706

a

The cross-parameters are calculated using the Lorentz−Berthelot
combination rules.

Z-axis and molecular vector are shown in Figure 7b. For both
the systems, as the surface area per molecule decreases, the
peak of the angular distribution shifts toward a lower angle.
This indicates that the molecules gradually align parallel to the
Z-axis to attain the edge-on conformation. For the smallest
surface area, the molecules become oriented more vertically.
However, Figure 7b also shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the
alignment of molecules in the two systems. For the neutralImTp system, while the peak is observed at 60° for the larger
surface area of 2.0 nm2/molecule, the peak shifts to 30° for the
smallest surface area of 0.7 nm2/molecule. However, for the
ionic-ImTp system, the peak shifts from 50 to 29° on
decreasing the surface area from 3.0 to 0.75 nm2/molecule.
Thus, the surface area inﬂuences the alignment of the neutralImTp molecules more strongly than that of the ionic-ImTp
molecules. In other words, neutral-ImTp molecules exhibit a
more closely packed and upright edge-on conformation as
compared to the ionic-ImTp molecules. This is consistent with
the experimental observation that the surface pressure
increases more rapidly for the neutral-ImTp than that for the
ionic-ImTp system. Consequently, the compressional elastic
modulus of the neutral-ImTp was observed to be ∼29% higher
(76 mN/m) than that of the ionic-ImTp monolayer (54 mN/
m).

Figure 8. Z-Density probabilities for (a) neutral-ImTp and (b) ionicImTp molecules as surface concentration varies with respect to the
distance along the Z-axis.

observed between the two systems is that the separation of the
peaks was higher for neutral molecules than for ionic
molecules. The higher the separation, the closer the packing
of these molecules. This provides further explanation for the
experimental results of higher compressional elastic modulus
and lower limiting area for the neutral-ImTp as compared to
that for the ionic-ImTp molecules.
Hydrogen Bonding. The role of hydrogen-bonding
interactions in the stability of ﬁlms of the neutral and ionicImTp molecules at the air−water interface was investigated.
The average number of hydrogen bonds between diﬀerent
atoms of the ImTp molecules and water were computed. Here,
the widely used geometric deﬁnition of the hydrogen bond
based on the donor···acceptor heavy atom distance (<3.5 Å)
and the donor−hydrogen−acceptor angle (<30°) has been
16686
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Table 3. Average Number of Hydrogen Bonds Associated with Diﬀerent Atoms of Neutral- and Ionic-ImTp Molecules,
Obtained from MD Simulationsa
neutral
conc.

N1

N2

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

O6

0.7
1.0
1.5
2.0

1.008
1.002
1.046
1.098

0.492
0.531
0.549
0.596

0.129
0.208
0.316
0.251

0.023
0.063
0.111
0.102
ionic

0.010
0.054
0.071
0.103

0.011
0.035
0.059
0.097

0.113
0.231
0.277
0.391

0.206
0.312
0.371
0.432

conc.

N1

N2

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

O6

0.75
1.00
2.00
3.00

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004

0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003

0.109
0.164
0.210
0.286

0.041
0.080
0.140
0.196

0.006
0.007
0.045
0.022

0.009
0.017
0.052
0.025

0.189
0.204
0.249
0.222

0.206
0.210
0.233
0.219

a

Surface concentration is in the unit of nm2/molecule.

Figure 9. Radial distribution (g(r)) as a function of the distance (r) between head-group atoms and water oxygen atoms for (a) neutral and (b)
ionic systems.

between N1 and N1, the peak intensity was the highest for the
system with the maximum surface area per molecule (i.e., 2
nm2 for the neutral system and 3 nm2 for the ionic system).
This may be due to some sort of structure formation between
the molecules. While the ﬁrst peak arises at about 0.46 nm for
the neutral system, for the ionic system, the ﬁrst peak shifts to
around 1 nm. Also, the intensity is higher for the neutral
system compared to the ionic system. This indicates a
substantial repulsion between the head groups in the ionic
system. The ﬁrst maximum for radial distribution between C2
and C2 is situated at about 0.5 nm for both the neutral and the
ionic molecules. The above similarity of the ﬁrst peak position
suggests that the stacking interaction between the fused
aromatic regions is unchanged on converting the head group
from neutral to ionic. The g(r) curves between the N1 atom
and water Ow for the neutral and the ionic systems provide
insight into the interaction between the head groups and water.
The intensities are observed to be the same for all of the
surface areas. This corroborates the fact that the head-group
atoms remain strongly hydrogen-bonded with water at the
interface. A higher intensity of the ﬁrst peak is observed for the
ionic system compared to that for the neutral system. This is
due to the fact that the ionic molecules interact with water
much more strongly than the neutral molecules. This is
consistent with the H-bond interaction, Table 3.

adopted. The respective numbers of hydrogen bonds for the
neutral- and ionic-ImTp molecules are shown in Table 3. For
neutral molecules, N1 and N2 atoms actively participated in
forming hydrogen bonds with water, whereas for ionic
molecules, because of the presence of a positive charge, the
hydrogen bonding was rare. Notably, the strength of hydrogen
bonding was as high as 2 orders of magnitude for the neutralImTp as compared to the ionic-ImTp system. However,
hydrogen bonding between the peripheral oxygen atoms and
water molecules remained almost the same for both the
systems. Further, as the surface area per molecule is decreased,
the average number of hydrogen bonds decreases because the
molecules tend to orient more toward the Z-axis. Therefore,
for smaller surface areas, the distribution of these molecules is
more uniform.
Radial Distribution Function. To understand the hydration
structure of the head groups and the alignment of head-group
atoms among themselves, the radial distribution function g(r)
between the head-group atoms and water was calculated.
Figure 9 presents g(r)’s between N1/C2 atoms of the molecule
(see Figure 7 for the atom labels) and water Ow for diﬀerent
surface areas of the neutral and ionic systems. For both the
systems, a similar qualitative trend is observed in the g(r)
curves. The position of peaks remained the same with varying
surface areas. However, the intensities varied. For the g(r)
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determining the molecular packing and their transfer
eﬃciencies on solid surfaces. The neutral-ImTp formed stable
multilayers with as many as 20 layers on silicon surfaces,
whereas the ionic-ImTp formed only a bilayer. DFT
calculations predicted a T-shaped π-stacking geometry of
ionic-ImTp molecules arising due to Coulombic repulsion,
which is electronically stable by about 4.49 kcal/mol over the
parallel-displaced π-stacking geometry of neutral-ImTp molecules. MD simulations predicted that, due to Coulombic
repulsion, the z-orientation of the ionic-ImTp molecules
changed gradually upon compression as compared to the
rapid change observed for the neutral system. Further,
comparative analysis of the H-bonding between the neutral
and the ionic-ImTp with water molecules revealed a signiﬁcant
reduction of H-bonding strength by about 2 orders of
magnitude for the imidazolium group. Finally, a qualitative
trend of the isotherms of the neutral and ionic molecules has
been predicted based on the simulation results. DLCs are
technologically important materials; therefore, understanding
intermolecular interactions governing self-assembly is a
prerequisite for any successful device application.

Further, to investigate the eﬀect of chain length on selfassembly, the simulations were repeated for both the neutral
and ionic molecules with reduced carbon chains to methyl
groups. The simulation results are presented in the Supporting
Information, Figures S2 and S3. Interestingly, the new
simulation results are similar and give the same trend of
calculated proﬁles as that obtained for the complete molecules.
The only diﬀerence is that all of the calculated proﬁles are
much clearer when the simulations are performed with the
complete molecules. For instance, in the Z-orientational proﬁle
(Figure S2), a vertical alignment of the vector with a decrease
in surface area per molecule is seen as expected, but a clearer
picture can be seen in Figure 7. Similarly, the Z-density proﬁles
give a much clearer picture on the vertical alignment of the
molecules (as shown in Figure 8) when the simulations were
performed for the complete molecule. Therefore, it appears
that, unlike fatty acids where alkyl chains are known to be the
game changer in determining the phases of monolayer,44 the
self-assembly of discotic molecules are primarily ruled by the
discotic core responsible for the π-stacking interaction. Thus,
the eﬀect of alkyl chains on the self-assembly of discotic
systems seems to be secondary.
Finally, the surface pressure−area isotherms of the neutral
and ionic systems were predicted qualitatively (Supporting
Information Figure S4). The surface pressure values were
calculated for the four diﬀerent surface concentrations of
molecules, as mentioned in Table 1. The calculated values of
surface tensions and surface pressures are tabulated in the
Supporting Information. As can be seen, although the trend of
isotherm can be qualitatively predicted, the calculated values
do not match with the experimental ones. Further, the neutral
system showed a dip in the isotherm at the point 1 nm2/
molecule followed by an increase as the surface area was
reduced. The ionic system showed the expected trend of
increasing surface pressure with decreasing surface area.
Following the recent report by Javanainen et al.,36 various
cutoﬀ values of Lennard-Jones interactions were used ranging
from 0.9 to 2 nm; however, it was found to have a minor
inﬂuence on the accurate calculation of surface tension. As
mentioned by Javanainen et al., most of the simulation models
reported so far cannot reproduce experimental pressure−area
isotherms with quantitative accuracy. There is a need for
proper choice of force-ﬁeld parameters and an appropriate
combination of water models that could provide the correct
surface tension for a more realistic MD simulation of Langmuir
monolayers. Since the simulation studies of Langmuir
monolayers of discotic amphiphiles are not available in the
literature, it is a subject of future investigation on how the
simulation models for the discotic molecules as well as the
combination with diﬀerent water models inﬂuence the
simulated isotherm. Thin ﬁlms of discotic molecules are
interesting both scientiﬁcally and technologically. The present
work predicts the behavior of these molecules at the air−water
interface only; however, similar studies at the air−solid
interface are in progress.
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CONCLUSIONS
Here, the eﬀect of electrostatic interaction on the self-assembly
of two similar discotic amphiphiles with dissimilar polar head
groups, viz., neutral-ImTp and ionic-ImTp, has been
investigated at air−water and air−solid interfaces. While both
formed stable monolayers at the air−water interface, the
charge on the polar head group played a decisive role in
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